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LP models: asset/liability cash-flow matching

3.1 Short-term financing

Corporations routinely face the problem of financing short-term cash commitments.

Linear programming can help in figuring out an optimal combination of financial

instruments to meet these commitments. To illustrate this, consider the following

problem. For simplicity of exposition, we keep the example very small.

A company has the following short-term financing problem:

Month Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

Net cash flow −150 −100 200 −200 50 300

Net cash flow requirements are given in thousands of dollars. The company has the

following sources of funds:

r a line of credit of up to $100k at an interest rate of 1% per month;
r in any one of the first three months, it can issue 90-day commercial paper bearing a total

interest of 2% for the three-month period;
r excess funds can be invested at an interest rate of 0.3% per month.

There are many questions that the company might want to answer. What interest

payments will the company need to make between January and June? Is it eco-

nomical to use the line of credit in some of the months? If so, when? How much?

Linear programming gives us a mechanism for answering these questions quickly

and easily. It also allows to answer some “what if” questions about changes in the

data without having to resolve the problem. What if the net cash flow in January

was −$200k (instead of −$150k)? What if the limit on the credit line was increased

from $100k to $200k? What if the negative net cash flow in January was due to the

purchase of a machine worth $150k and the vendor allowed part or all of the pay-

ment on this machine to be made in June at an interest rate of 3% for the five-month

period? The answers to these questions are readily available when this problem is

formulated and solved as a linear program.
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There are three steps in applying linear programming: modeling, solving, and

interpreting.

3.1.1 Modeling

We begin by modeling the above short-term financing problem. That is, we write

it in the language of linear programming. There are rules about what one can and

cannot do within linear programming. These rules are in place to make certain that

the remaining steps of the process (solving and interpreting) can be successful.

Key to a linear program are the decision variables, objective, and constraints.

Decision variables

The decision variables represent (unknown) decisions to be made. This is in contrast

to problem data, which are values that are either given or can be simply calculated

from what is given. For the short-term financing problem, there are several possible

choices of decision variables. We will use the following decision variables: the

amount xi drawn from the line of credit in month i , the amount yi of commercial

paper issued in month i , the excess funds zi in month i and the company’s wealth v

in June. Note that, alternatively, one could use the decision variables xi and yi only,

since excess funds and company’s wealth can be deduced from these variables.

Objective

Every linear program has an objective. This objective is to be either minimized

or maximized. This objective has to be linear in the decision variables, which

means it must be the sum of constants times decision variables. 3x1 − 10x2 is a

linear function. x1x2 is not a linear function. In this case, our objective is simply to

maximize v.

Constraints

Every linear program also has constraints limiting feasible decisions. Here we have

three types of constraints: (i) cash inflow = cash outflow for each month, (ii) upper

bounds on xi , and (iii) nonnegativity of the decision variables xi , yi and zi .

For example, in January (i = 1), there is a cash requirement of $150k. To meet

this requirement, the company can draw an amount x1 from its line of credit and

issue an amount y1 of commercial paper. Considering the possibility of excess funds

z1 (possibly 0), the cash-flow balance equation is as follows:

x1 + y1 − z1 = 150.

Next, in February (i = 2), there is a cash requirement of $100k. In addition, principal

plus interest of 1.01x1 is due on the line of credit and 1.003z1 is received on the

invested excess funds. To meet the requirement in February, the company can draw
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an amount x2 from its line of credit and issue an amount y2 of commercial paper.

So, the cash-flow balance equation for February is as follows:

x2 + y2 − 1.01x1 + 1.003z1 − z2 = 100.

Similarly, for March we get the following equation:

x3 + y3 − 1.01x2 + 1.003z2 − z3 = −200.

For the months of April, May, and June, issuing commercial paper is no longer an

option, so we will not have variables y4, y5, and y6 in the formulation. Further-

more, any commercial paper issued between January and March requires a pay-

ment with 2% interest three months later. Thus, we have the following additional

equations:

x4 − 1.02y1 − 1.01x3 + 1.003z3 − z4 = 200

x5 − 1.02y2 − 1.01x4 + 1.003z4 − z5 = −50

− 1.02y3 − 1.01x5 + 1.003z5 − v = −300.

Note that xi is the balance on the credit line in month i , not the incremental borrowing

in month i . Similarly, zi represents the overall excess funds in month i . This choice

of variables is quite convenient when it comes to writing down the upper bound

and nonnegativity constraints.

0 ≤ xi ≤ 100

yi ≥ 0

zi ≥ 0.

Final Model

This gives us the complete model of this problem:

max v

x1 + y1 − z1 = 150

x2 + y2 − 1.01x1 + 1.003z1 − z2 = 100

x3 + y3 − 1.01x2 + 1.003z2 − z3 = −200

x4 − 1.02y1 − 1.01x3 + 1.003z3 − z4 = 200

x5 − 1.02y2 − 1.01x4 + 1.003z4 − z5 = −50

− 1.02y3 − 1.01x5 + 1.003z5 − v = −300

x1 ≤ 100

x2 ≤ 100

x3 ≤ 100

x4 ≤ 100

x5 ≤ 100

xi , yi , zi ≥ 0.


